Key Features of Geomagic Control X
Support for All Industry-standard
Hardware Devices and Extensive File
Import Support

Supports all industry-standard non-contact and optical scanners, and a wide range of
portable probing and tactile devi ces. Import of all major CAD file formats includ ing CATIA•,
NX•, Creo•, Pro/ENGINEER*, SOLIDWORKS*, Solid Edge•, Autodesk Invento,..,, and more, as
well as PM! and GD&T data. All CAD importers are delivered at no additional cost.

Easy-to-U se User Interface Designed
for
Professionals

Geomagic Control X features an entire ly refreshed user interface that helps everyone easily
and accurately measure and analyze parts, no matter the application, using the entire range
of feature-rich options.

Workflow-driven Processes, Walk-up
Probing for Greater Productivity

Geomagic Control X delivers easy-to-use and understandable workflows that enable walk
up probing a longside pre-planned probing for fast generati on of results every time.

Synchronous Inspection Delivers Both
Ease-of-Inspection and Automation

Simultaneously create both ordered and unordered inspection models. Geomagic Control
X combines the freedom of fast, accurate unordered inspection with ordered history-based
inspection processes for repeatable inspection, everyti me, no matter how you make it.

CAO-aware Dimensioning, PMI
Support and Comprehensive GD&T
Callouts

Intui tive dimensi oning based on CAD features delivers increased eff i ciency while advanced
PM! and GD&T support further reduces time to complete your inspecti on model, and
increases speed to results.

Multiple Results Analysis Drives
Knowledge

Simultaneous multi ple results for mating part ana lysis, multiple alignment scenarios and
multiple part inspections enable faster comparison, analysis and understand ing of root
causes of production issues. Easi ly expand inspections to product assemblies wi th a full
range of measurement, tolerance stacking and understanding root cause of production
issues.

Custom Reporting Delivers Flexibility

Report definition in Geomagic Control X is highly flexible, making customized
communicati on, fast and simple for each stakeholder.

Repeatable Probing Processes
with Liveinspect™

Build repeatabil ity and reliability into your inspection processes with Livelnspect. Control
X allows you to pre-plan your inspection processes and reporting for portabl e CMMs and
execute them at a later date, again, and again. For scan-enabled portable CMMs effortlessly
switch between probing and scanning w ith a cl ick of a button.
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Contact lnformation
Evatronix South Africa Distribution:
3DWORX Rapid Prototyping & Additive Manufacturing
Kyalami, Johannesburg, South Africa
www.3dworx.co.za
Email: info@3dworx.co.za
Phone: +27-83-630-0721

About Evatronix
Evatronix S.A. is an authorized distributor of Geomagic Control X software and off icial commercial partner of 3D Systems. The company prov ides CAD,
reverse engineering and inspection software as well as services. Evatronix S.A. is a producer of high-quality structured light 30 scanners under the
brand of eviXscan 3D.
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